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Longitudinal polarization of direct muons with transverse

momentum about 2 GeV/c produced in NN collisions has been raea-

/1-4/
sured in several experiments with 28.5, 70 and 400 GeV protons

The results of these experiments allow to make a conclusion,that

among direct muons there is no appreciable amount of a com-

ponent with positive polarization (JJ=+1) that might be expected

for positive muons, produced from semileptonic decays of heavy

particles at V-A version of weak interaction, e.g. from charmed

particle decay.

/1 o/

In our previous experiments' ' ' there were obtained indi-

cations of the direct muon negative polarization. On the other

/3,4/
hand the results of the BNL-YALE group are consistent with

zero longitudinal polarization of direct muons.

We have carried out new measurements of direct muon longitu-

dinal polarization. The experiment was fulfilled at the ШЕР acce-

lerator with 70 GeV protons. Huons produced from the internal tar-

get (Fig. 1) at 9° to the incident beam (about 90° in the c.m.sys-



tem) were slowed down end focused by a muonguide from magnetized

/5/
iron which also selected muons with an identical charge. The

muonguide captured particles with the angular interval ±2° and

was optimized for 15 GeV/c muon transportation (p
l
= 1.9 GeV/c).

At the muonguide exit after a 140 cm carbon filter there was

placed a polarization detector. The detector measured the asym-

metry of electron angular distribution from decay of stopped

muons. The detector consisted of 19 scintillation counters with

3
dimension 50x50x1 cm alternated by aluminium plates 3.6 cm thick

surrounded by veto counters and placed into the magnetic field

of 55 gauss. The field was created by two colls with dimension

140x220 cm
2
 being 120 cm apart. To improve the magnetic field ho-

mogeneity the coils were supplemented by a return flux iron.The

magnetic field lnhomogeneity in the fiducial volume of the detec-

tor was less than ±2%.

A trigger of stopped muons was generated by the coincidence

of three threshould Cerenkov counters (CjC
2
C

3
), six scintillation

counters CSj-Sg), a scintillation counter at the entrance of the

detector and anticoincidence of the counters (AC) surrounding the

detector. The trigger opened the time gate for 6 деве during

which there were recorded double coincidences of any two adjacent

counters without signals from veto counters. If there was a double

coincidence the address of the pair and its tiv.s were recorded.



During the gate the electronics allowed to record two coincidences.

For ^e-decays the address of the pair differs not more than by

unity from the address of a stopped muon. Events of this type were

considered as candidates for decay.

The asymmetry measurements were carried out for two substan-

tially different ratios of direct muons and decay contribution

from plons and kaons. In the first run after a thin target (6 mm)

there was a free space-decay length Zj = 165 cm. The second run

was carried out with a target combined with a hadron absorber,that

is Z
2
=0. During the measurements with positive muon beam there

were recorded 1.55*10 candidates of де-decays for Z, = 165 cm and

7.0«10
4
 for Z2=0. 2.36-10 events were recorded with negative

muon beam.

In order to determine the number ot background events among

the recorded candidates for ft e-decay a method similar to the one

/1/
described in our paper was used. To control the procedure the

nuatber of the background events and the muon life-time were deter-

mined by fitting the time distribution of the /xe-decay candidates.

The values for the background calculated by ths two methods coinci-

ded and relatively to the total number of the recorded candidates

for fi-e decay was 44% for Z = 165 cm and 47% for Z = 0. The muon

life-time turned out to be equal to 2.19+0.05 /isec and 2.32+

±0.09 psec respectively.



To determine the angular distribution asymmetry of positrons

we used the ratio

F(t)+B(t)
 П >

where F(t) is the number of muon decays in the forward direction,

B(t) is the number of muon decays in the backward direction. Events

with muons stopped in the scintillator and with muons stopped in

the aluminium were combined. The fraction of muons stopped in the

scintillator was about 20%. The asymmetry coefficient was dete>r-

mlned by fitting the ratio a(t) in accordance with the formula

a(») ш o
o
eos[«(t + ф) 3 + b, (2)

where a
o
 is the asymmetry coefficient which is proportional to the

longitudinal muon polarization, b is the displacement of zero, u

is muon precession frequency in the magnetic field H, Ф is the ini-

tial phase. The analysis showed that inhomogeneity of the magnetic

fjold because of its small value can be neglected. The results are

presented in Table 1 and Fig, 2. The calculated values of ф and H

coincided with direct measurements. The displacement of zero as it

was shown by analysis of negative muon time distribution was con-

nected with accidental coincidences of electrons which passed only

one counter and a background particle passing through the adjacent

counter. For negative muons the asymmetry coefficient was equal to

zero with an accuracy 0.005.



Direct muon polarization f
x
 was found from the equation

where i)
Wt K
 is polarization of muons from rr and К decays, W

X
(Z)

is direct muon fraction in the beam. The value я _ was calculated

/6/

on the basis of the known n and К meson spectra , ratio K
+
/ *

 +
=

/7/
з 0.54 and was equal to i) = -0.85±0.02. The value of V (Z)

was determined from the measured yield of direct muons ц
+
/ n

+
. In

our previous experiment ц In = (6.7±0.9)«l0 for р
л
 =

= 1.9-3.2 GeV/c. In order to determine the value of p
+
/tr

+
 there were

introduced some corrections connected with effective acceptance de-

terioration of the muonguide for different z. The corrections were

calculated by a Monte Carlo method taking into consideration Cou-

lomb scattering of muons in the hadron absorber, decay angles of

/9/
ir , К •• liv , nuclear interaction of hadrons in the absorber

Correctness of the procedure was verified by measuring the yield

+
in three experiments where the corrections were substan-

tially different (see Table 2). In experiment I a copper absorber

80 cm thick was moved within the interval Z=25-85 cm. In experi-

ment II the forward part (20 cm) of the copper absorber was rep-

laced by a lead absorber that approximately doubled the correction

connected with Coulomb scattering . In experiment III the proton

beam was directed to the forward half of the copper absorber and



only the second half was moved. Under these conditions the Coulomb

correction was minimum and the nuclear correction changed the sign.

For the three experiments the average value was equal to

ц /n = (7.0±l.l)-10 . The fraction of direct muons for Zj = 165 cm

and Z
2
 = 0 was equal to К

х
(г{)=0.055+0.009 and w

x
(Z2)=0,332±0.035.

Longitudinal polarization of direct muons determined from equation

(3) turned out to be v
x
 = -0.41±0.17.

As well as in our previous experiments^*' ' there is an evi-

dence that among direct muons produced with p
x
 = 2 Gev/c there is

a component with negative polarization. The result agrees poorely

with a hypothesis that all direct muoras are originated in electro-

magnetic interactions 0?=0). The data that 70% of direct muons are

produced in pairs do not exclude an existence among- them a no-

ticeable fraction of muons not electromagnetic origin.The Importance

of the result which follows from the existence of a component with

negative polarization among direct muons requires new measurements

of the longitudinal polarization with greater precision. The expe-

riments are to be done with higher energies where the direct muon

fraction in a beam can be substantially higher.

We wish to thank the ШЕР management for the support of the

work and all collaborators at ШКР and MPE1 rendered assistance in

the preparation and earring out of the experiment.
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T a b l e l

The results of the processing curve fitting

Z,cm UQ b ф, Msec H,gauss X
2

0 -0.201±0.011 0.054±0.009 -0.10+0.02 55.2±0.6 28.9
165 -0.236±0.007 0.053±0.006 -0.10±0.01 55.8±0.4 23.9

+ +
 T a b l e 2

The value of direct muon yield v /" • 10** and its corrections
for three experiments. The values of corrections are not additive

due to correlations among them

Experiment I II III

Result without corrections 18.0+1.2 23.6±1.6 4.7+1.2

Corrections for Coulomb

scattering and decay angle -6.0+1.3 -13.9±1.5 -1.4+0.3

Correction for nuclear

interaction of n, К -4.0+0.7 -2.4+0.6 3.3+0.8

Background connected with

proton interaction out

of the target <0.5 < 0.5 <0.5

Final result with

corrections 7.5±1.9 6.5±2.3 6.8+1.э

10



Fig. 1. experimental get up: Cu - copper absorber combined with a target; II - monitor; L -

quadrapoles; (С.-Й,) - threshold Cerenkov counter»! с - carbon filter; DP - pola-

rization detector consisted of SO-sdntillation counters, AC - veto counters, СИ-

coils, I - return flux Iron. ~~
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Fig. 2. The measured ratio o(t) = and the result of the fitting.
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